
GAP FILLER FLOOR®     

 

 
 
PRODUCTDESCRIPTION 
GAP FILLER FLOOR is an extremely fast-curing elastic, 2-component, solvent-free adhesive and filler based on 

MSP. 
  

 
APPLICATION  
For fast and proper filling of hollow spaces under all types of parquet, including all tapis floors, without any 

softener escaping. Can be used for all common underflooring. GAP FILLER FLOOR is anhydrous, which means the 
wood will not expand. Sound absorbing thanks to its permanent elasticity. Suitable for underfloor heating.  

   
 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE 
Mark the hollow spaces in the parquet floor and drill at least two 9 mm holes into the hollow space under the 

parquet at a maximum distance of 20 cm between holes. Place the mixer tip on the tube, cut off the end of the 
mixer tip so that it fits into the hole. This ensures the GAP FILLER FLOOR will be distributed evenly under the 

parquet and will not travel up the mixer tip. Using a sealant gun, squeeze the GAP FILLER FLOOR into the hollow 
space until the adhesive is visible in the other hole or until a satisfactory result has been achieved. If multiple 
holes need to be drilled, the distance between them must not exceed 20 cm. Fill the holes with a wood plug. The 

floor will be ready for use after 60 minutes. Wet adhesive residue can be removed by using CITRONEL. The 
indicated processing times are based on a temperature of +20ºC and 65% relative humidity. 

 
 

CONDITIONS FOR USE  
The temperature of the workplace, the adhesive and the material to be bonded must be higher than +5°C. The 

moisture content of the wood must be between 8% and 12%. Open time: approx. 30 minutes.  
 

 
PROPERTIES 
Does not contain any solvents, isocyanate or silicones. Resistant to weather influences, such as UV light, moisture 

and frost. GAP FILLER FLOOR is also resistant to short-term exposure to diluted acids, alkali and salts. 
Repaintable with water and solvent-based paints (alkyd resin paints may delay the drying process).  

 
 

TECHNICAL INFORMATION 
Basic Material  : MSP 

Feature   : elastic 
Color   : naturel/oak  

Density   : 1540 kg/m³ 
Skin        : after approx. 30 minutes at +20ºC 
Consistency  : pasty 

Hardness  : approx. 45 Shore A 
Shrinkage  : none 

Tack free time  : approx. 1 hour 
Elongation   : 250% 

Tensile strength  : approx. 1,0 N/mm² 
Mildew resistant  : excellent 

 
 
 

 
 



 

STORAGE STABILITY 
GAP FILLER FLOOR can be used up to 12 months after production, as long as it is stored in closed packaging at 

a temperature between 10 °C and 20 °C. Store frost-free. Always use in order of receiving (FIFO). 
 

 
CONSUMPTION 

0.7-1.4 m2/kg 
 

 
IMPORTANT 

After use, remove the mixer tip and replace the cap. 
 
 

CLEANING 
Cleaning tools with CITRONEL or THINNER. 

 
 

PACKAGE 
280 ml cartridge  

 
 

IN COMPLIANCE WITH                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  
EC1 PLUS EMI 
 

 
 

Our processing advice is based on extensive research and practical experience. We cannot accept any 

responsibility for the results and/or for any damage incurred in the use of this product due to the great variety 

of materials and conditions during adhesion. Please do not hesitate to contact us for advice. 

 

 
 
Clean air indoors to keep you and your family healthy 

 
People today are spending more and more time indoors, making air quality and emissions from the installation 

material used in floors and walls ever more important. To ensure that your living environment is healthy, it is vital 
to consider the components used in floor insulation material and building products like insulation panels, glues 

and sealings. You can rely on materials with the EMICODE® label to promote health and air hygiene at the 
highest level both in and around your home. These materials have low emissions, meet the strictest requirements 
and standards and are monitored constantly by independent inspection organisations. As a result, EMICODE® 

label products guarantee clean and safe indoor air-quality in the long term and a healthy and comfortable climate 
in your home. 
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